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B4c Installation
• Prepare the steering cylinder

i) Use the helm to extend the steering 
cylinder to full hard over as shown in 
Fig B19 (it may be necessary to run 
the engine to do this).

ii)  Remove the cotter and clevis pins that 
connect the primary steering cable 
rod end to the steering cylinder clevis 
bracket.

• Fit the drive collar and spacer bush

i) Use the helm to retract the primary 
steering cable to full opposite hard 
over so the rod end disengages from 
the cylinder clevis bracket (Fig B20a).

ii) Slacken the clamp screw and lock nut 
on the fitting kit drive collar.

iii) Fit the spacer bush* on to the steering 
cylinder sleeve, ensure it is correctly 
oriented - refer to Fig B20b.

 * The spacer bush is not required on Volvo
 models 3862513 and 3862514 which were fitted 

from Sept 2003 onwards - the drive collar will clamp 
directly onto the cable guide tube .

iv) Slide the drive collar on to the steering 
cylinder and over the spacer bush as 
shown in the diagram.  Do not tighten 
the clamp screw at this stage .

v) Use the helm to extend the primary 
steering cable back to full hard over 
so that the rod end re-engages into 
the cylinder clevis bracket.

Fig B19 - Steering cylinder in fully extended
position

Clevis
bracket

Clevis
pin

Cotter pin

Steering cylinder 
fully extended

Steering cable fully 
retracted

Spacer 
bush*

Drive 
collar

Drive collar & 
Spacer bush*

Steering cable fully 
extended

Fig B20 - Fitting the drive collar and bush to the  
steering cable sleeve



Fig B22 - Fitting connection kit to steering cylinder

Shoulder screw
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• Pre-fit the secondary steering cable to the guide tube/yoke assembly

i) Both the cable nut, the guide tube 
thread and the inside of the guide 
tube should be liberally lubricated with 
marine quality grease before assembly.

ii)  Insert the rod end of the secondary 
steering cable into the threaded end of 
the guide tube (Fig B21).

iii) Hand tighten the cable nut and torque 
to 175in-lb (20Nm)*.  Note that the 
nut has an internal locking thread 
which increases the amount of torque 
required initially as the thread is cut.

 * There should be NO movement between the 
outer cable jacket and the guide tube when the nut 
is fully tightened .

• Mount the connection kit and secondary steering cable to the steering cylinder.

This stage of the assembly will be easier if the Type R drive unit is not connected to the
secondary steering cable at this point, as fine adjustments to the drive collar positioning
are necessary and the backdrive friction from the drive unit will make this more difficult. 
Connecting the drive unit should be the final stage of the mechanical assembly.

i) Remove the shoulder screw from the drive collar.

ii) Position the connection kit assembly above the steering cylinder and engage 
onto the steering cylinder clevis bracket and drive collar as shown (Fig B22).  
Ensure that the clevis pin is also locking the primary steering cable rod end 
into the clevis bracket*.  Lock in place using the hitch pin.

 * If the clevis pin does not engage due to misalignment, adjust the manual steering helm slightly until 
the hole in the primary steering cable rod end aligns with the holes in the clevis bracket .

Guide tube/
yoke assembly

Fig B21 - Fitting the secondary
steering cable to the guide tube

Secondary
steering cable

iii) Adjust the position of the drive collar so that the shoulder screw hole aligns 
with the hole in the secondary steering cable rod end.

iv) Fit the shoulder screw, torque to 55in-lb (6nm). The screw has a locking thread 
which increases the amount of torque required initially as the thread is cut.
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v) Use the manual helm to set the steering to the midstroke position.  Adjust the 
position of the drive collar so that there is a 7.3in (185mm) gap between it 
and the front face of the steering cylinder (Fig B23).  Tighten the drive collar 
clamp screw and torque to 175in-lb (19Nm).  Tighten the drive collar lock nut 
and torque to 45in-lb (5nm).

Fig B23 - Positioning the drive collar

Guide Tube*

7 .3in (185mm)
when steering is centered

 * This diagram shows the earlier model Volvo cylinders, which featured a “necked” guide tube - 
later models have a simpler parallel guide tube, which does not require the use of the Drive Collar 
Spacer Bush .

• Refer to section B9 on connecting the secondary steering cable to the drive unit.
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Primary
steering cable

Fig B24 - Mercruiser Saginaw 1983-93 cylinder installation configuration

Secondary
steering cable

Octopus sterndrive 
installation kit

Mercruiser Saginaw
steering cylinderOctopus Type R 

drive unit

b5 sterndrive boats mercruiser saginaw 1983-93
The Octopus MDRESYS-B Type R Sterndrive pack can be fitted to mechanical
push-pull cable controlled sterndrive power assisted steering cylinders fitted to
Mercruiser Alpha One Generation II and Bravo Sterndrives between 1983 and 1993
(Saginaw).

The installation kit allows the second steering cable for the Type R drive to be fitted
to the sterndrive steering system.

B5a Engine compatibility
Mercruiser Saginaw steering cylinders are fitted to Alpha One Generation II and
Bravo Sterndrives from 1983 to 1993.

B5b Supplied Parts
Type R  Remote Rotary Autopilot Drive Unit
OC15SUK12C Sterndrive Installation Kit
OC15109-6 6ft (1.8m) Secondary Steering Cable*
  * Other lengths are available as optional accessories
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B5c Installation
• Prepare the steering cylinder

i) Use manual helm to set the steering 
cylinder to the mid stroke position as 
shown in Fig B25 (it may be neces-
sary to run the engine to do this).

ii)  Remove the cotter and clevis pins 
that connect the primary steering 
cable rod end to the steering

 cylinder clevis bracket.

• Fit the secondary steering cable to the guide tube

i)  The cable nut, guide tube thread 
and inside of the guide tube should 
be liberally lubricated with marine 
quality grease before assembly.

ii) Insert the rod end of the secondary 
steering cable into the threaded 
end of the guide tube (Fig B26).

iii) Hand tighten the cable nut and 
torque to 175in-lb (20Nm)*. Note 
that the nut has an internal locking 
thread which increases the amount 
of torque required initially as the 
thread is cut.

 * There should be NO movement between 
the outer cable jacket and the guide tube 
when the nut is fully tightened .

• Fit the two clamp assemblies to the guide
  tube and cable assembly

i)  The anti-vibration washers must 
be fitted in the correct order on the 
clamp assemblies, with the serrated 
face of the washer in contact with 
the nut face and the clamp face. The 
cam face of the washers must be in 
contact with each other (Fig B27).

iv) Slacken the nuts enough so that the 
clamps can slide over the guide tube. 
Locate the clamps in the GREEN 
color coded slots as shown. Do not 
tighten the nuts at this stage .

Fig B25 - Steering cylinder in mid stroke position

Clevis
bracket

Clevis
pin

Cotter pin

Guide tube

Fig B27 - Fitting the clamp assemblies

Secondary
steering cable

Fig B26 - Fitting the secondary steering cable
to the guide tube

Serrated faces

Cam faces
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• Fit the clevis block to the secondary steering cable rod end

i) Remove the hitch pin from the clevis 
block pin.

ii) Remove the nut, 2 x anti-vibration 
washers and bolt from the clevis block.

ii)  Insert the cable rod end into the slotted 
hole in the clevis block. Ensure the

 clevis block is correctly oriented as 
shown, with the clevis pin pointing 
down (Fig B28).

iv) Fit the bolt through the bottom of the 
clevis block, through the cable rod end 
and out the top of the block. Fit the

 anti-vibration washers in the correct 
order, with the serrated face of the 
washer in contact with the the nut face 
and the clevis block face. The cam

 face of the washers must be in contact 
with each other.

v) Tighten the locking nut and torque to 
180-200in-lb (20-22.5Nm). The screw 
has a locking thread which increases 
the amount of torque required initially 
as the thread is cut.

Clevis 
block

Fig B28 - Fitting the clevis block to the
secondary cable rod end

Hitch 
pin

Serrated 
faces

Cam 
faces

Rod
end
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• Mount the connection kit and secondary steering cable to the steering cylinder.

This stage of the assembly will be easier if the Type R drive unit is not connected to the
secondary steering cable at this point, as fine adjustments to the drive collar positioning
are necessary and the backdrive friction from the drive unit will make this more difficult. 
Connecting the drive unit should be the final stage of the mechanical assembly.

i) Position the connection kit assembly 
above the steering cylinder as shown 
(Fig B29). Hold the two clamp assem-
blies open so they will fit over the

 manual steering cable guide tube, at 
the same time ensure that both clamps 
remain engaged in the GREEN color 
coded slots of the secondary cable 
guide tube.

ii) Lower the connection kit assembly 
onto the cylinder and clevis bracket as 
shown. Ensure that the clevis pin is 
also locking the primary steering cable 
rod end into the clevis bracket*. Lock 
in place using the hitch pin.

 * If the clevis pin does not engage due to misalign-
ment, adjust the manual steering helm slightly 
until the hole in the primary steering cable rod end 
aligns with the holes in the clevis bracket .

iii) Position the connection kit so that there is a minimal gap between the rear 
clamp assembly and the primary steering cable guide tube lock nut (Fig B30). 
Tighten the nuts on both clamp assemblies and torque to 100in-lb (11nm).

Fig B30 - Positioning the connection kit

Front clamp
assembly

Rear clamp
assembly

• Refer to section B9 on connecting the secondary steering cable to the drive unit.

Fig B29 - Fitting connection kit to steering
cylinder

Guide tube
lock nut Minimal

gap
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Primary
steering cable

Fig B31 - Volvo Diesel (Europe) cylinder installation configuration

Secondary
steering cable Octopus sterndrive 

installation kit

Volvo 872215
steering cylinderOctopus Type R 

drive unit

b6 sterndrive boats volvo diesel europe
The Octopus MDRESYS-B Type R Sterndrive pack can be fitted to mechanical
push-pull cable controlled sterndrive power assisted steering cylinders made by
Volvo for Diesel engines in Europe.

The installation kit allows the second steering cable for the Type R drive to be fitted
to the sterndrive steering system.

B6a Engine compatibility
Volvo Diesel engines fitted with model 872215 sterndrive power assisted steering
cylinders.

B6b Supplied Parts
Type R  Remote Rotary Autopilot Drive Unit
OC15SUK12C Sterndrive Installation Kit
OC15109-6 6ft (1.8m) Secondary Steering Cable*
  * Other lengths are available as optional accessories
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B6c Installation
• Prepare the steering cylinder

i) Use manual helm to set the steering 
cylinder to the mid stroke position as 
shown in Fig B32 (it may be neces-
sary to run the engine to do this).

ii)  Remove the cotter and clevis pins 
that connect the primary steering 
cable rod end to the steering

 cylinder clevis bracket.

• Fit the secondary steering cable to the guide tube

i)  The cable nut, guide tube thread 
and inside of the guide tube should 
be liberally lubricated with marine 
quality grease before assembly.

ii) Insert the rod end of the secondary 
steering cable into the threaded 
end of the guide tube (Fig B33).

iii) Hand tighten the cable nut and 
torque to 175in-lb (20Nm)*. Note 
that the nut has an internal locking 
thread which increases the amount 
of torque required initially as the 
thread is cut.

 * There should be NO movement between 
the outer cable jacket and the guide tube 
when the nut is fully tightened .

• Fit the two clamp assemblies to the guide
  tube and cable assembly

i)  The anti-vibration washers must 
be fitted in the correct order on the 
clamp assemblies, with the serrated 
face of the washer in contact with 
the nut face and the clamp face. The 
cam face of the washers must be in 
contact with each other (Fig B34).

iv) Slacken the nuts enough so that the 
clamps can slide over the guide tube. 
Locate the clamps in the YELLOW 
color coded slots as shown. Do not 
tighten the nuts at this stage .

Fig B32 - Steering cylinder in mid stroke position

Clevis
bracket

Clevis
pin

Cotter pin

Guide tube

Fig B34 - Fitting the clamp assemblies

Secondary
steering cable

Fig B33 - Fitting the secondary steering cable
to the guide tube

Serrated faces

Cam faces
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• Fit the clevis block to the secondary steering cable rod end

i) Remove the hitch pin from the clevis 
block pin.

ii) Remove the nut, 2 x anti-vibration 
washers and bolt from the clevis block.

ii)  Insert the cable rod end into the slotted 
hole in the clevis block. Ensure the

 clevis block is correctly oriented as 
shown, with the clevis pin pointing 
down (Fig B35).

iv) Fit the bolt through the bottom of the 
clevis block, through the cable rod end 
and out the top of the block. Fit the

 anti-vibration washers in the correct 
order, with the serrated face of the 
washer in contact with the the nut face 
and the clevis block face. The cam

 face of the washers must be in contact 
with each other.

v) Tighten the locking nut and torque to 
180-200in-lb (20-22.5Nm). The screw 
has a locking thread which increases 
the amount of torque required initially 
as the thread is cut.

Clevis 
block

Fig B35 - Fitting the clevis block to the
secondary cable rod end

Hitch 
pin

Serrated 
faces

Cam 
faces

Rod
end
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• Mount the connection kit and secondary steering cable to the steering cylinder.

This stage of the assembly will be easier if the Type R drive unit is not connected to the
secondary steering cable at this point, as fine adjustments to the drive collar positioning
are necessary and the backdrive friction from the drive unit will make this more difficult. 
Connecting the drive unit should be the final stage of the mechanical assembly.

i) Position the connection kit assembly 
above the steering cylinder as shown 
(Fig B36). Hold the two clamp assem-
blies open so they will fit over the

 manual steering cable guide tube, at 
the same time ensure that both clamps 
remain engaged in the YELLOW color 
coded slots of the secondary cable 
guide tube.

ii) Lower the connection kit assembly 
onto the cylinder and clevis bracket as 
shown. Ensure that the clevis pin is 
also locking the primary steering cable 
rod end into the clevis bracket*. Lock in 
place using the hitch pin.

 * If the clevis pin does not engage due to misalign-
ment, adjust the manual steering helm slightly 
until the hole in the primary steering cable rod end 
aligns with the holes in the clevis bracket .

iii) Position the connection kit so that the 
primary and secondary steering cable 
nuts are aligned (Fig B38). Tighten the 
nuts on both clamp assemblies and 
torque to 100in-lb (11nm).

Fig B37 - Positioning the connection kit

Align nutsSecondary steering 
cable

Primary
steering cable

• Refer to section B9 on connecting the secondary steering cable to the drive unit.

Fig B36 - Fitting connection kit to steering
cylinder



b7 inboard engined boats & sailboats
The Universal Inboard Installation Kit can be fitted to mechanically steered inboard 
engined boats with access to a quadrant or tiller or smaller sailboats.  It is recom-
mended for use on vessels with a maximum speed of 44 mph.

The installation kit allows the second steering cable for the Type R drive to be fitted
to the boat’s steering quadrant or tiller.

B7a Compatibility
The MDRESYS-E kit is suitable for use on most sailboats and power boats with
mechanical steering less than 32ft (9.75m) in length and with a displacement of not
more than 13,200lbs (6,000Kg).

In all cases, the primary steering system must be capable of being back-driven with
a torque of less than 105in-lb (12Nm). If the amount of force required to maintain
course is greater than this, then the Type R drive is not suitable.

B7b Supplied Parts
Type R  Remote Rotary Autopilot Drive Unit
OC15SUK19 Universal Inboard Installation Kit
OC15109-6 6ft (1.8m) Secondary Steering Cable
OC15109-9 9ft (2.75m) Secondary Steering Cable*
  * Recommended for twin engine/rudder installations .
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Fig B38 - Inboard installation configuration

Steering cable Octopus universal 
installation kit

Steering
tiller/quadrant

Octopus Type R 
drive unit

Quick release 
clevis bracket



B7c Installation
• Determine the mounting position of the installation kit (Fig B39)

This stage of the assembly will be easier if the Type R drive unit is not connected to the
secondary steering cable at this point, as fine adjustments to the drive collar positioning
are necessary and the backdrive friction from the drive unit will make this more difficult. 
Connecting the drive unit should be the final stage of the mechanical assembly.

i)  The kit must be mounted to a secure and stable surface that will be able to 
withstand the forces generated by the drive and the rudder.

ii)  The kit has an 8.5in (216mm) stroke 
and will need to be located so that the 
rudder is at a 35º angle when in the 
hard over position. This means the 
steering cable attachment point will 
typically be approx 7.4in (188mm) from 
the rudder stock. Any further from the 
rudder stock will reduce the amount 
of rudder angle which the drive can 
apply, which may adversely affect 
the responsiveness of the autopilot. 
Moving the mounting point closer 
to the rudder stock will increase the 
amount of force required to move the 
rudder which may slow the lock-to-lock 
time of the autopilot.

iii) The kit features a universal hub which offers 360º freedom of movement in 
the horizontal plane and ±40º in the vertical plane. It can be mounted in any 
orientation provided the kit is not forced beyond its rotational limits at any 
point across the full steering range of the boat.

iv) The threaded guide tube offers up to ±3in (75mm) of lateral adjustment.

v) Ideally, the kit should be located so that the thrust from the steering cable is 
perpendicular (ie at 90º) to the tiller at the mid-stroke position.

vi) The kit can be mounted with or without the base plate supplied.

vii) The clevis bracket can be mounted directly to the quadrant, or to a separate 
tiller arm. An 0.375in (9.5mm) diameter hole will need to be drilled through 
the tiller in order to attach the shoulder bolt supplied with the clevis bracket.

viii)Refer to the installation envelope diagram (Fig B40 overleaf) to ascertain the 
best position for the kit.
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Universal hub

Threaded guide tube with
±3in (75mm) of adjustment

Clevis
bracket

Baseplate

Fig B39 - Universal installation kit
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Fig B40 - Inboard kit installation envelope



• Fit the clevis bracket to the tiller/quadrant

i) Use manual helm to set the rudder to 
the centerline position.

ii) Using the information from the
 installation envelope diagram, drill
 an 0.375in (9.5mm) diameter hole 

through the tiller/quadrant at a
 distance of 6in (152mm) from the 

rudder stock*.
 * The clevis bracket can be mounted to a
 separate tiller arm if a suitable location is not 

available on the tiller/quadrant

ii) Fit the clevis bracket to the tiller as 
shown in Fig B41, ensuring that the 
plastic bushes, bracket, washer etc 
are fitted in the correct order.

iii) Tighten the locking nut and torque to 
180-200in-lb (20-22.5Nm). The screw 
has a locking thread which increases 
the amount of torque required initially 
as the thread is cut.

iv) Remove the quick release locking pin 
from the bracket.

• Fit the steering cable to the guide tube

i) The cable nut, guide tube thread and 
inside of the guide tube should be

 liberally lubricated with marine quality 
grease before assembly.

ii) Insert the rod end of the steering 
cable into the threaded end of the 
guide tube (Fig B42).

iii) Hand tighten the cable nut and 
torque to 175in-lb (20Nm)*. Note that 
the nut has an internal locking thread 
which increases the amount of torque 
required initially as the thread is cut.

 * There should be NO movement between the 
outer cable jacket and the guide tube when the 
nut is fully tightened .
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Shoulder 
bolt

Bush

Bush

Clevis
bracket

Washer

Locknut

Fig B41 - Fitting the clevis bracket to the tiller

Fig B42 - Fitting the steering cable to the
drive tube



• Attach the steering cable to the tiller

i) Rotate the steering cable rod end so 
that the hole is horizontally aligned.

ii) Position the steering cable rod end 
into the clevis bracket (Fig B43).

iii) Insert the quick release locking pin 
and lock in place using the hitch pin.

• Refer to section B9 on connecting the secondary steering cable to the drive unit.

B7d Quick Release
In an emergency situation the steering cable can be quickly disconnected from the
tiller by pulling out the hitch pin and then removing the locking pin.

B7e Specification

Maximum stroke .......................................................... 8.5in (216mm)
Peak Thrust ................................................................. 330Ibs / 136kg
Max Rudder Torque..................................................... 185ft-lb (250Nm)
Hard Over Time ........................................................... 12-15 seconds
Peak Power ................................................................. 60 watts 5 amps
Average Power ............................................................ 1.25 amps
Tiller arm radius ........................................................... 7.5in /190mm
Max displacement ........................................................ 13,200Ibs / 6,000kg
Max boat length ........................................................... 32ft / 10m
Voltage......................................................................... 12V DC
Clutch circuit power ..................................................... 850mA
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Fig B43 - Attaching the steering cable to the tiller

Hitch pin

Quick release
locking pin



b8 routing steering cable
When deciding on the routing path for the Type R drive steering cable, consideration
must be given to the following points:

i)  There must be sufficient slack in the cable to allow for any movements of the 
steering mechanism when steering from lock to lock - ensure that no part of 
the cable is under stress at any point of steering, otherwise damage to the 
cable may result over long term usage.

ii) The chosen route should use the minimum possible number of bends.

iii) If any bends are necessary, maximise the bend radius as much as possible. 
It is recommended that bends have a radius of no less than 6in (150mm) and 
that the combined total angle of all bends is no more than 270º.

B8a Cable Length Calculation
All Type R Drive System Packs are supplied as standard with a 6ft (1.8m) steering
cable, which should be suitable for most installations. If a suitable location for
mounting the drive unit is not available using this cable then other lengths are
available as separate accessories.

Use a length of rope or electrical cable to plan out the steering cable route and then
measure the total length required (Fig B44) :

(‘a’ dimension + ‘b’ dimension) – 4in for a 90º bend

Round up the result to the nearest full foot size and then refer to section D1 for the
appropriate custom cable order code.
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6in (150mm)
minimum radius

‘B’ Dimension ‘A’ Dimension
Midstroke

Fig B44 - Preferred cable routing



b9 connecting steering cable to drive
Either port can be use for the steering cable entry - select the most convenient for
the installation.

i)  Remove the lock bolts, nuts and 
washers from both ports (Fig B45).

ii)  Insert the steering cable into the drive 
port. Using moderate force, guide the 
inner cable around the driving hub 
and out of the opposite port.

iii) Push the steering cable jacket into 
the port until the retaining collar butts 
against the drive housing (Fig B46).  
If required, the cable can be “driven” 
into the drive by powering up the 
clutch and drive.

iv) Insert the lock bolt to hold the cable in place.

v) If undue force is required to insert the cable, this may be caused by the end 
of the inner cable fouling the outer face of the nylon guide.  If this is the case, 
remove the cable and inspect for sharp edges.  If possible, twist the cable so 
that the sharp edge is towards the inside of the radius, or use a file or burr 
type tool to remove the sharp edges.

vi) Fit the spent cable tube to the opposite port and insert the lock bolt.

vii) Fit washers & nuts to both lock bolts, tighten & torque to 40-45in-lbs (4Nm).
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Fig B45 - Remove cable locking bolts

Steering cable
outer jacket

Retaining
collar Spent

cable tube
Fig B46 - Fitting steering cable and spent cable tube



b10 rudder Feedback unit (rFb) installation & calibration
Most autopilots require a rudder feedback device which is usually attached directly
to the rudder - this complicates installation in certain applications, particularly with
sterndrive and outboard engined boats. They are often exposed to the elements
and prone to damage due to
their location.

The optional Rudder Feedback 
Unit is a simple solution which 
attaches directly to the drive unit 
itself and is calibrated using a 
simple procedure.

A range of Rudder Feedback 
units are available which are 
compatible with most popular 
autopilot systems (Fig B47).

B10a Universal RFB Setup
If a dedicated RFB is not available for a brand of autopilot, the OC15SUK27 
Universal RFB should be suitable.  This module is configured to the particular
autopilot using DIP switch settings:
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order code autopilot resistor

OC15SUK27A COMNAV, SI-TEx 4k

OC15SUK27B RAYMARINE 5k

OC15SUK27D SIMRAD 3k

OC15SUK27E

FURUNO, TMQ,
NAVMAN, GARMIN,
COURSEMASTER, 

SI-TEx SP110

1k

Fig B47 - Rudder feedback compatibility

autopilot dipswitcH resistor**
FURUNO, TMQ, 

NAVMAN, GARMIN, 
COURSEMASTER, 

SI-TEx SP110

1k

RAYMARINE 5k

SIMRAD* 3k

COMNAV, SI-TEx 4k

* Simrad autopilots also require Signal Conversion Module OC15SUK83

** Fixed resistance measured between black and white wire .  Resistance 
between white and black wire is variable

DIP Switch

Fig B48 - Universal RFB DIP Switch Settings
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B10b Calibration and Installation
The calibration routine should be performed after the drive unit has been fitted to the 
vessel and wired up to the autopilot.  The RFB should also be electrically connected 
to the autopilot prior to calibration (refer to sections C1 and C2).

i) Remove the RFB module from the drive 
housing (if already fitted) by removing 
the two fixing screws.

ii) Center the rudder of the boat using the 
manual helm (you may need to run the 
engine to do this).

iii) Calibrate the RFB by aligning the two 
red paint marks on the underside of the 
unit (Fig B49).

iv) Remove the RFB blanking cap from the 
drive unit housing (Fig B50a).

v) Fit the RFB to the drive housing and fix using the two screws provided (Fig B50b). 
Ensure that the RFB driven gear is correctly engaged with the drive gear before 
tightening the 2 screws.

vi) Refer to the autopilot manufacturer’s installation guide for instructions on any 
additional software controlled RFB fine calibration and hardover limitation.

Align the two
red dots

Fig B49 - Calibrating the rudder feedback unit

Blanking
cap

Fig B50 - Installing the rudder feedback unit
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b11 interference evaluation (outboard engines only)
It is vital that an operating clearance check is performed between the second steer-
ing cable, outboard fitting kit and the existing hardware including hoses, electrical 
cables and control cables before the system is connected to an autopilot system or 
the boat is taken to sea.  Two people will be required to carry out this evaluation.

i) While one person turns the steering wheel from full lock to full lock, the other 
person should observe the outboard engine movement and ensure that there 
is no physical interference between any parts across the full steering lock.

ii) With the outboard set to full lock left, tilt the engine to the full up position and 
ensure that there is no physical interference between the parts at any stage.  
Repeat this procedure with the outboard set to full lock right.

iii) It may be necessary to reroute hoses, electrical cables, control cables or 
other hardware to avoid interference during operation.  All hardware must be 
well clear of the outboard fitting kit and second steering cable.  Chafing may 
occur if parts are permitted to come into contact.
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c electrical installation
c1 connecting drive to autopilot
As the Type R Autopilot Drive is designed 
to work with most autopilot manufacturers’ 
equipment, the wiring colors or connection 
references will differ slightly in each case. 
However, drive to autopilot connections 
are fundamentally the same for all makes 
of autopilot. The Type R drive has a simple 
four wire connection - two wires are for
the drive motor power feed, the other two 
are for the clutch (Fig C1).  Refer to the 
autopilot manufacturer’s instructions for 
wiring information.

Note that the Type R drive requires a 12V 
input for both the motor drive and the 
clutch. Do not use with a 24V system.

c2 rudder Feedback unit
C2a Connection - non-Simrad Autopilots

i) Connect the RFB Module wires to 
autopilot junction box - refer to Figs 
C2 and C3 for the correct wiring 
color connections for common

 autopilot brands.

ii) Setup and calibrate the RFB as 
described in section B10. 

drive cable autopilot

RED MOTOR +12V

BLACK MOTOR -12V (0V)

GREEN CLUTCH +12V

WHITE CLUTCH -12V (0V)

Fig C1 - Motor and clutch cable connections

Fig C3 - Rudder Feedback connections by manufacturer

rfb raymarine navman tmq course-
master comnav garmin

si-teX
sP110 sP70/80

red red orange red orange power red +ve pin 3

black green black blue blue common black -ve pin 1

white blue blue green brown poSition Yellow wip pin 2

Shield Silver black black n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a

Fig C2 - RFB cable connections
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C2b Connection - Simrad Autopilots
The RFB Module OC15SUK27D must be used in conjunction with the Signal 
Conversion Module OC15SUK83 when integrating with Simrad Autopilots.

i) important - all wiring connections must be made between the RFB 
Module, the Signal Conversion Module and the Autopilot Course Computer 
beFore powering up the Course Computer.  Failing to follow this will result 
in the RFB signal not being recognized by the Course Computer.  If this 
occurs perform the “Autopilot Reset” procedure (refer to Simrad autopilot 
manual).

ii)  Determine suitable site to mount the Signal Conversion Module.  Shorten or 
insert suitable extension cable as required to suit the installation.

iii) Connect the RFB Module, Signal Conversion Module and Autopilot Course 
Computer together as shown in Fig C4.  Use a marine grade electrical con-
nection strip and ensure the wires are properly insulated and protected.

iv) Connect Octopus Signal Conversion Module output wires to Auto Pilot 
Junction Box following Auto Pilot installation and wiring diagram.  

v) Setup and calibrate the RFB as described in section B10. 

Fig C4 - RFB connections - Simrad Autopilots
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d appendix
d1 accessories

oc15suk12b

oc15suk12c

oc15suk15a

oc15suk15b

oc15suk19

oc15109-6
oc15109-9
oc15109-12

oc15suk27

oc15suk27a
oc15suk27b
oc15suk27d
oc15suk27e

oc15suk83

Type B - Multi I/O Connection Kit – To Fit to  Sterndrive 
Power Assist Steering Cylinders for Mercruiser engines (from 
1994) and Volvo Gas engines & Volvo Diesel engines USA 
(from 1997) 

Type C - Multi I/O Connection Kit – To fit to Sterndrive Power 
Assist Steering Cylinders for Mercruiser Saginaw (up to 
1993) and Volvo Diesel  drives Europe (from 1994)

Yamaha 115-220 O/B Installation Kit – for Second Steering 
Cable Connection to Outboard
 
Mercury-Mariner-Suzuki O/B Installation Kit – for Second 
Steering Cable Connection to Outboard 

Universal Connection Kit – for Custom Steering Cable 
Connection to Tiller or Quadrant

Standard Steering Cable x 6 foot long
Standard Steering Cable x 9 foot long
Standard Steering Cable x 12 foot long

Rudder Feed Back Module –  Universal Kit  for all versions
of Autopilots

Rudder Feed Back Module –  For Comnav  & Sitex  
Rudder Feed Back Module –  For Raymarine   
Rudder Feed Back Module –  For Simrad  
Rudder Feed Back Module –  For Coursemaster, Furuno, 
Garmin & TMQ

Simrad Signal Conversion Module – Required for Simrad 
Autopilots 



d2 General maintenance Guide

• Grease the installation kit by applying a grease gun to the grease nipple on the guide 
  tube after installation and at regular intervals thereafter.

• Check the complete steering system and all fixings for security and integrity after a 
  few hours of operation and at frequent intervals.

• Keep all moving parts free from build-up of salt and other foreign material - this will 
  adversely affect their operation and create steering problems. Pay particular attention 
  to the installation kit hardware.

• Inspect all parts periodically for corrosion. Any parts affected by corrosion must be
  replaced.

• Periodically remove the cable, clean the connector tube and thoroughly lubricate with 
  a waterproof grease. Inspect the cable for cracks, splits or other damage. do not 
  cover cracks in the cable outer sheath with tape or other sealant; this will only delay
  a failure of the cable. Always replace the cable.

• When replacing fixings, self-locking nuts must always be used.

• The cable is a consumable item which should be replaced at regular intervals. It is
  recommended that the cable is replaced after 150 -200 hours of use or every two
  seasons. Note that incorrect installation, high torques or lack of maintenance will
  reduce the life of the cable. For extensive cruising and long passage making; it is
  recommended that a spare cable is kept onboard.
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